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Nibiru Station

Nibiru Station is a roleplaying plot created June 14, 2017 by GM zekec.It is located on the recently built
Valhalla Station, located in the Ether System. It is sponsored by the Gartagen Union, where it hopes to
keep peaceful relations with all nations in nearby space. PICTURE HERE?

The Valhalla Station is a newly built station in orbit of an icy world in the Ether System. It was created by
the Gartagen Union to be a home away from home for diplomats, hustlers, entrepreneurs and wanderers,
where aliens and Gartegans alike can live in harmony and solve out their problems peacefully. It was
created originally to prevent future wars between the factions of the Kikyo Sector, with it having an
ambassador from most galactic bodies, who convene in meetings regularly.

It will be character-driven, with it mostly being small individual plots between characters, with episodic
role-plays in a SP format. JPs can happen upon talking to the GM of the plot. Themes of it will be slice of
life, drama and diplomacy. We have seen the military side, the civilian side, now this will be all about
diplomacy and the drama it causes in the Union.

* Link to Plot Thread * Link to Plot OOC Thread

Status: This plot is currently open for any approved character to join.

Rules and Pacing

Put the following here in this section:

Format (method of actually RPing)
Pacing and posting expectations (and what happens if player don't meet them)

Characters and Players

Character Player Notes

Open Positions

See wanted characters.

History

Events that happened in your plot go here.

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=guide:roleplaying
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=guide:gamemaster
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=user:zekec
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=guide:wanted_characters
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